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New System Enhances
Chemical Safety
You say you've just knocked a
container of chemicals over and,
wondering just how bad it is, you
examine the container and notice a
little sticker.
It must not be too bad: the label
indicates the hazard of only three
fours and a "K". So you get some
paper towels and begin to mop up,
hoping the supervisor won't be too
angry.
On the other hand, if you really
knew what those three fours and
the "K" meant, you'd evacuate
immediately and call for the Emergency Response Team. What you
spilled is extremely flammable,
extremely corrosive, extremely reactive and demands very specialized equipment because of the extreme health hazard it poses.
Not all chemicals in hospital
settings are that dramatic - but
the point is that the hospital administration and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) believe that employees
handling chemicals should be familiar with the safe use and handling of the chemicals in their
work area.

The hazard labels, as well as interpretive charts, are signals that
what's in the container represents
dangers ranging from minimal (0)
to a high degree of hazard (4). The
letters on the label provide warnings to users about protective
equipment that must be worn when
handling the chemical.
Further, employees have the
right of access to Materials Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) that provide
detailed information regarding the
hazards associated with the use of
chemicals in the work area.
It is the role of the Department
of Safety to ensure that employees
are educated and trained in the
storage, use, cleanup, labelling and
disposal of a vast array of products
used throughout the system.
Emma Hooks, director of safety,
says that a continuing program to
that end and mandated by OSHA
is settling into a positive routine.
The project began with a complete inventory of every chemical
product in use throughout the entire hospital. Standardized MSDS
information was prepared, re-
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'Legacy 2000'
Sets Goal
A $100 million fund-raising campaign
called "Legacy 2000" will be announced
this fall by the HealthEastTrust Fund. The
decade-long project already has gift commitments of $28 million acquired over the
past six years.
"Legacy 2000" offers a considerable
range of philanthropic opportunities to
employees, both individually and in
groups. For example, hospital employees
may designate themselves as spenders of
certain philanthropic gift accounts.
Michael Luck, PhD, vice president,
Development,
and president of the
HealthEast Trust Fund points out that the
trust fund manages a vast number of restricted funds established by donors for
clinical departments using a broad array of
giving techniques. Many funds permanentlyendow specific programs and educational opportunities in the hospital for
employees, like the Friends of Nursing
program.
The unique style of "Legacy 2000" allows individuals to become genuine philanthropists
with relatively modest
amounts of money while establishing fi-

Continued on Page 2
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Legacy 2000
Continuedfrom Page One

nancial support for healthcare issues of
specific interest An example is establishing a $10,000 life insurance policy
through payroll deduction
He notes that employees can unwittingly become fund-raisers, too. Luck
points to a pending donation of $1.8 million of property by a benefactor who'd
never been in the hospital. As it turns out,
a close friend of the benefactor's attorney
was a patient delighted with the quality of
care and service. The ripple effect led to
the donation.
Employees interested in learning more
about how they can create their own personallegacy for their department in the
hospi tal are encouraged to contact the
HealthEast Trust Fund, 821-3030, for details.

New Phone Books
With the flurry of relocations finally
settled, drafts of the new edition of the
corporate telephone directory are in circulation to all departments to verify information. The Information Services publication will be available about two weeks aftereveryone checks the data and responds,
reports Richard Duncan, senior vice president, Information Services.
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Cafeteria Comments

The Numbers On Tuna
And Absent Omelettes
While suggestions and inquiries
at TAH site cafeteria have tapered
off, patrons at LVHC site are as
active and diverse as ever when it
comes to consumer dialog.
In answer to the vexing question about just how many calories
really lurk in a tuna fish sandwich,
Dave Smulowitz, associate food
service director, reports that 4
ounces of tuna with mayonnaise
tallies out at 225 calories and two
slices of whole wheat bread posts
122 more. That's a grand total of
347 calories.
FANS OF CRYSTAL Lite Lemonade rallied in sufficient numbers
to bring back their favorite as soon
as the current supply of "Citrus
Blend" is depleted, but pizza buffs
will have to be content with the
current sauce level. "We currently
follow a standardized tested recipe
for our Pete's Arena Pizza," he
says. "We understand everyone
has personal likes and dislikes, but
we must follow the standardized
recipe to provide consistency of
our product. "
And poor pizza sales between 2
and 4:30 p.m. means the arena will
remain empty during those hours.
"Due to low participation during
this time period, we cannot provide a fresh product that meets our
standards of quality." That doesn't
mean, however, that you can't order a whole pie by calling ahead.
There's nothing worse than
showing up at 8:30 a.m. and not
being able to get an omelette, it
seems, but customer concern on
this point has prompted the cafeteria to revise preparation times with
the grill cooks to make sure they're
available through the breakfast
hours. And what's an omelette
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without toast? Not all that great
after the toaster itself got toasted.
Food service is investigating a new
toaster that will accommodate a
larger variety of breakfast pastries,
rolls and, of course, bread.
THE BREAKFAST bar on May
30 captured a lot of compliments
and set off plans to provide the
Fresh Fruit Breakfast Special on a
daily basis. "Please be patient,"
Smulowitz says. "It is coming."
How hot is the hot food supposed to be? Complaints that it
was on the chilly side prompted a
review of equipment to make sure
it's 160 degrees. The cold food
standard is 40 degrees, Smulowitz
adds.
Pasta primavera was good,
someone observed - but overpriced for the size of the serving.
Smulowitz replies that the recipe
costs more to produce than regular
pasta dishes and therefore the cafeteria must charge a bit more.
WERE
THOSE mozzarella
sticks really greasy? The product
was researched and found to be of
good quality, so now preparation
instructions are being reviewed
with the staff and the french fryer
is being checked.
And then there's the Memorial
Day mystery. "Why was the Memorial Day Special held on Tuesday and not the holiday?" someone
inquired. The response: due to the
wide variety of specials presented
during these two weeks, the original special had to be revised on
Memorial Day itself. Holiday specials are usually offered to accommodate employees working on
holidays, Smulowitz says. The
fuse will be lit again on July 4.
Checkup
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Congratulations!

HeatthCounts Winners

Brian Trewella, general manager, Health Spectrum Medical Products,
and his wife, Cheryl, welcomed a daughter on May 4. Chelsea Elizabeth
has a brother, Ian.
Heather Gallagher, a sales representative with Health Spectrum Medical Products, and her husband welcomed a son on May 31. Hunter
weighed 7Ibs., 5-1{2 oz., and was 22 inches in length.
Mary DeHaven, coordinator, Prestige Health, and her husband, Kelly,
are the parents of a son, Tyler Stephen, born June 4. He weighed 8Ibs., 61{2oz., and was 21 inches in length.
Judy Natale, MPH, program development specialist, Community
Health, married Tony Sabino on March 16. The Rev. Daniel Gambet,
aSFS, officiated.
Sandi Roveranna, RN, Shock Trauma, became the wife of Michael
Axt on May 18. The couple honeymooned in Hawaii.
Tina Makovsky, executive secretary, Administration, married Keith
Werldleiser on June 1 in the Allentown Rose Garden. The couple spent
their honeymoon in the Poconos.
Lisa Mikitka, RN, GICU-West, and her husband, James, welcomed a
daughter on June 9. Kaitlin Frances weighed 5 lbs, 7-3/4 oz., and was 18
inches in length.

Credit Union
The HealthEast Federal Credit Union will offer home equity
loans beginning July 15. Interest rates range from 9.9 percent for
three years to 10.9 percent for five years and 11.9 percent for 10
years. Call the credit union for details

Interest Rates
New Cars
New Cars
New Cars
Used Cars
Personal
Personal

8.9%
9.9%
10.9%
12.3%
12.9%
13.9%

Was 10.4%
Was 10.9%
Was 11.4%

3 years, 5 percent down
.4 years, 10 percent down
5 years, 20 percent down
3 years maximum
25 percent of shares
10 percent of shares

Dividends
Effective July 1, $1.00 to $1,000.00, 5.25 percent; $1,000.01
to $10,000.00: 5.50 percent. Over $10,000.01: 5.75 percent.

Business Hours
LVHe Site - Mondays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.; Tuesdays, 8 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Wednesdays and Fridays, 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Thursdays,
3 to 7 p.m. Phone: 776-8405. TAH Site - New Location:
Room 3900, School of Nursing. Mondays, 9 a.m. to 1p.m.; Tuesdays, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Wednesdays and Fridays, 12:30 to 4:30
p.m.; Thursdays, 1 to 5 p.m. Phone: 778-9499.
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HealthCounts announced winners of
the May "I'm Worth It" incentive program
drawings recently. Winners of a barbecue
gas grill are Jet Bortz (fAH site) and Anne
Povenski (LVHC site). Jane Dolin (fAR
site) and Tracey Micio (LVHC site) are the
winners of a picnic basket set, while Pat
Wamagaris (TAH site) and Marlea
Fritzinger (LVHC site) will receive a frozen yogurt party at Broadway Yogurt.
Gift certificates for Hechingers go to
Connie Gioielli (TAH site) and Rose
Trexler(LVHC site).
Lisa Anthony
(TAH site) and
MaryEllen Nangle (LVHC site) are winners of a HealthCounts gift certificate for
a health promotion class of choice, while
Connie Moore (TAH site) and Joanne
Muth (LVHC site) each won three-month
HealthCounts exercise memberships.

Maey's Statistics
The HealthEast Trust Fund was the
third place winner and received a $2,000
donation at Macy's Charity Day. That,
coupled with $2,682 to recognize ticket
holders who attended adds up to a contribution of $4,682 from the department
store. Actual ticket sales generated an additional $3,750 from TAH-LVHC, Lehigh Valley Hospice, Gnaden Huetten
Memorial Hospital and Slate Belt Nursing
and Rehabilitation Center. The total contribution for Friends of Nursing and Lehigh Valley Hospice was $8,432.
According to Macy's officials, more
than 11,000 ticket holders attended the
event, which raises funds for a broad
range of non-profit organizations in a
single day. Those with the highest ticket
sales and attendance won additional cash
awards. The top prize this year went to
The Allentown State Hospital, followed
by area Lions Clubs.

Kid Time News Visits
LVHC site was the recent setting for
several segments produced for "Kid Tune
News", which airs on WPHL TV(Ch.17)
in Philadelphia. Produced by students

Continued on Page 4
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What's News
Kid Time News Visits
Continuedfrom Page 3
from several schools, including the
Nitschman Middle School in Bethlehem,
the reports are telecast in regular programming to children.
The Bethlehem students focused on
University MedEvac, cholesterol screening programs for children and a visit with
"Koola Bear" of the Bum Prevention
Foundation for tips on fire safety.

Pool TrustVacancy

Filled

Edward J. Stemmler, MD, executive
vice president, Association of American
Medical Colleges and former dean and
executive vice president of the University
of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, has
agreed to serve as a trustee of the Dorothy
Rider Pool Health Care Trust.
Stemmler is a resident of Washington,
D.C., and is a graduate of LaSalle University and the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine. He has received
multiple honors and awards, including
honorary degrees from Ursinus College,
LaSalle University, Rush University and
the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and
Science.

Prestige HeaHh Programs
Programs recently announced by
Michelle McCarty, acting coordinator of
Prestige Health, include: 55 Alive Mature
Driving Course, June 24-26 from 7 to 9:30
p.m. in the board room, LVHC site; an
open house on July 18 from 3:30to7p.m.
at the new offices, 2166 S. 12th Sr..Allentown; and a foot screening, July 24 from
3:15 to 7 p.m. in classroom 2, LVHC site.
Those interested in any of the events or
seeking additional information about
Prestige Health should call 798-7370.
McCarty, a recent graduate of Penn
State University with a degree in health
policy and administration, did her internship with Prestige Health and Home Care
last summer. She is filling in for Mary
DeHaven, who is on a leave of absence.
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Team Approach

Smoking: Radiology
Tries QuiHing Together
When Walter Eberts, director,
Radiology Services, TAH site,
dropped a pamphlet from Coalition for A Smoke Free Valley on
the desk of Joe Gnall, AS, RT, it
was the last straw.
Eberts had been needling Gnall
in a friendly way for some time to
try to quit smoking. The campaign
had reached the level of a standing
joke between the two.
But not this time.
Gnall figured that if he was going to take the plunge, it wouldn't
be alone. He therefore asked fellow employees who also smoked if
they'd like to turn the tables on
Eberts, and a band of 11 agreed to
make a team effort of it.

Impressed, Eberts began working with HealthCounts to organize
a very special SmokeS toppers
class for his staff. Instead of the
usual evening sessions held at various locations in the area, the group
would meet at 4:30 p.m., right after work, and the project would be
limited to the group of employees.
Gnall explains that the purpose
was recognition that quitting might
be easier if the support was handy
and among people everyone
worked with every day.
Jane Nester, director of the
HealthCounts program for the
Community Health department,
points out that walking away from
Continued on Page 5

The Hotline
Are Argus awards still available?
Argus awards are still available and are distributed for appropriate cost
savings suggestions. The committee meets the first Thursday of each
month. Committee membership is multidisciplinary from both sites and
is chaired by Sue Reinke, director, personnel services, Human Resources.
Self-explanatory forms to submit suggestions are available in Human
Resources at both sites, and when completed can be sent to Reinke.
Why do managers hire people before jobs are posted?
According to our Job Transfer and Promotion Policy (#4001.60):
1. No job will be filled until the job has been posted for one week. If
sufficient requests have not been received, or at the department head's
request, the position will be posted a second week.
2. Due to the nature of our work, the hospital cannot guarantee that all
entry-level jobs will be held for a week.
3. Temporary positions need not be posted if they will be filled for 10
weeks or less. They must be posted if they will be filled for a longer period
of time and must be reposted if they become regular.
4. In the event that an available position is the only alternative to a layoff ortermination, the position may be filled without posting but only with
the written authorization of the vice president, Human Resources.
If you have a question.feel free to call The Hotline, ext. 2999 and leave
it on a recording. You do not have to give your name, but please indicate
your site, which may help in providing an accurate response.
June 28, 1991
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Coalition A Notional Model

Radiology staff who took a group approach to try to quit smoking are:
(standing, from left) Katie Delong, H.G. Kunz, MD; Bonnie Bird, RT, Pat
Davis, RT, Marilyn Fritz, Kim Kush, RT, (seated), Chuck Humphrey RN,
Kathy Young, RT, Joe Gnall, RT. Two spouses also gave it a go.

Radiology Staff TriesQuitting Together
Continuedfrom Page 4
cigarettes is one of the most difficult behavioral change endeavors
of all. But there was a hitch to the
plan.
Nester says that at the beginning of the SmokeStoppers program, participants are urged to
smoke excessively. The hospital
forbids smoking in the building,
and Radiology personnel have a
busy workday. They'd have to
step outside, as usual.
It was the first of many tests for
the balance of the Radiology staff,
which Gnall and others credit for
unusual levels of tolerance and
support.
Arrangements were
worked out, and the smokers began their countdown.
Not surprisingly, it was a difficult road as the smokers withdrew
from the habit and suffered all the
usual anxieties and stress. As they
drew upon each other for continual
support to stick with it, non-smokers in the department joined in the
psychological campaign.
Gnall expressed the most appreCheckUp
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ciation on behalf of the group to
non-smokers who endured the
month-long trial and said the usually tight-knit group was put to the
test more than once. The social
strength of the group won out.
For one, quitting was relatively
easy. Everyone else had varying
degrees of difficulty, and not everyone was completely successful.
That didn't, however, diminish the
overall quality of the concept.
Those who were successful sent
a letter to Eberts formally thanking
him for doggedly facilitating the
endeavor.
The notion of quitting as a work
group rather than individuals
brought together into a class has
captured interest in two other departments, and Nester says HealthCounts is willing to adapt its program in similar fashion should
other departments and units decide
to take the plunge together.
Gnall himself kicked the habit
after years of smoking and remains
quietly content. There won't be
any teasing again.
June 28, 1991

Jessie Moser, executive director, Alert
- Partnership for a Drug Free Valley, and
Barbara Caliendo, volunteer chairperson
for the Alert Partnership Steering Committee, were among representatives of six
drug coalitions nationwide to present at a
meeting of the President's Drug Advisory
Council on June 14.
Purpose of the presentation was to provide input from "the most effective local
coalitions in the nation" to establish models to help plan a national leadership forum next year.
TAH-LVHC is among the providers
in the Lehigh Valley coalition, and Moser
credits success of the partnership to the
committed volunteers from a wide range
of companies, schools and civic organizations, the monetary support of the hospital including the challenge grant from the
Dorothy Rider Pool Health Care Trust,
support from the United Way in Lehigh
County and the United Way of
Northamption and Warren Counties and
more than 30 companies and organizations in the region.
ALERT presented along with representatives from coalitions in Lowell, Mass.,
Colorado Springs, Colo., Houston, Tex.,
Wichita, Kan., and the State of Texas. The
participants outlined how each coalition
works and lunched with the President's
drug czar, Gov. Bob Martinex of Florida
and other members of the council - including Tom Landry, former coach of the
Dallas Cowboys, and the Rev. Edward
Malloy, president of the University of
Notre Dame.
The Alert Partnership is beginning its
third year of service and serves as a common ground for a large group of organizations to work jointly in the battle against
substance abuse.
The coalition's most recent event was
a day-long conference to enlighten professional and clerical staff in physicians' offices about recognizing and dealing with
patients and families affected by substance abuse.
Page 5

The 15th class of the Quality Education System included,
(standing.from left), Judith Dorsam, RN, Nursing Administration; Gale Fritch, Immunology; Donald Wentzel, Engineering; Beverly Snyder, RN, Emergency; Mary Jean
Potylcki, RN, 4C (LVRC); Eileen Sweeney, RN, MedEvac;
Vanessa Taggart, Financial Services; Judith Dellisant, RN,
Anesthesia; Patricia Consorti, Pharmacy; Karen Carr,

Food Services; Kelli Brown, RN, 5B (LVRC); Diane
Popovich, RN, Emergency; Terry Capuano, RN, instructor;
(seated, from left), Karen Zurn, RN, 7C (LVRC), Charles
MacDonald, Pharmacy; Barbara Larsen, RN, 5C (LVRC);
Maryann Krobath, RN, Nursing Administration; Cathy
Knudsen, ACU; Gina Jones, Administration; Andrea Parry,
GICU East; and Michael Mauser, Engineering.

System Improves Chemical Safety
Corainuedfrom Page One
viewed for accuracy and provided on
a product-by-product basis as suggested by the survey. All ofLVHC site
was completed in April and all ofTAH
site was finished in May.
The next step was to develop uniform hazard warnings on all the products and educate the staff about what
the small labels indicate. The labels, a
minimum of l-by-l inch in size, are
color coded.
It is not a task without complications. Few would want to tinker in ignorance with xylene or toluene, used in
various labs and highly flammable in
nature. But good old fashioned ethyl
alcohol? It's a very frequently-used.
supply item that goes into patient
rooms and isn't shared among patients.
To ensure that every bottle is labelled
represents a monumental task.
There are no exceptions under the
law, Hooks notes, and an efficient sysPage 6
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tern of ensuring the requirements are
met is still being discussed.
Ramifications of the requirements
go beyond the clinical areas. Hooks
points out that ordinary white-out used
routinely in offices is hazardous when
inhaled. Compressed gas cylinders
aren't just something for Respiratory
Care to be concerned about, she continues. Gift shops interested in selling
helium-filled balloons would like to
use them, too. "But if cylinders are
improperly stored and fall," Hooks
says, "a compressed gas cylinder can
become a missile." To protect everyone, gift shop staff would have to be
trained in how to handle the potential
safety hazard.
"Most look at these products for
what they can do for us - not what
they can do to us," Hooks says, and
that's the reason groups of employees
from all departments have been given
June 28, 1991

formal training on safe handling processes.
The next step is for all employees to
be trained in the specific hazards, and
for all employees to read, understand
and comply with policies governing
the safe handling of dangerous materials.
Chemical labelling has already had
some positive effects, she points out.
The requirement to label products has
brought to light supplies that were
overlooked in the initial inventory, resulting in expansion of the MSDS service.
And while it isn't always comfortable, the goal extensive project has a
higher purpose - a commitment to a
safe workplace, Hooks adds. "Further,
if you were given an assignment that
included using chemicals that were
carcinogenic or mutagenic, wouldn't
you want to know?"
Checkup

Making The Rounds
Rita M. Mest, medical staff coordinator, was elected secretary for
the Pennsylvania Association of
Medical Staff Services at an annual meeting in Strasburg, Pa. She
is also the membership chairman
of the Southeastern Pennsylvania
chapter of the association.
Kay Fritch,
RN, CNOR,
graduated cum laude from Cedar
Crest College. The recipient of a
BSN, she is an OR nurse at TAH
site.
Several NICU staff graduated
recently. Louise Andrescavage,
RNC, received a BSN from Cedar
Crest College and graduated
magna cum laude. Mary Shelly, a
former LPN, received her associate degree in nursing at Lehigh
County Community
College.
Sharon Smetzer, RNC, graduated
summa cum laude and received a
BSN at Cedar Crest College.
Gary Guldin, RN, head nurse,
Special Care Unit(LVHC site), received his BSN from Pennsylvania
State University, Berks campus; on
May 16.
~Kim DeLuca, RN, Special
Care Unit (LVHC site), received
her MSN from Villanova University.
Ann Adams, RN, Bonnie
Kisman,
RN,
and
Joyce
Najarian, RN, all of NEPE&R,
have master's degrees to hang on
their walls. Adams and Kisman
received theirs from Allentown
College of St. Francis de Sales,
while Najarian received hers from
Villanova University.
Kathy Ray, educator at the Lehigh Valley Poison Center, presented Teamwork/Poison Preven-

tion Education Through a Corporate Sponsorship on June 3 at the
Institute of Education Communications Conference in Pittsburgh.
Kathy Hesnan, RN, BSN,
CETN, continence nurse specialist
CheckUp
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for Home Care, gave an abstract
presentation
at the American
Urological Association Allied,
Inc., 22nd annual assembly. The
abstract was titled Implementation

of a Hospital Based Home Care
Continence Program.
Linda Kehler, therapeutic activity worker, Transitional Living
Center, Psychiatry, earned her
bachelor of arts degree in social
work from Cedar Crest College
and is continuing her studies at
Marywood College to earn a
master's degree in social work,
She has been associated with the
department for 26 years.
Sheila B. Adams, secretary,
Department of OB/GYN, placed
second in the Flashtype fund-raising contest to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association. She won
a getaway weekend for two and a
haircut and perm.
Deb Bosack, RN, Acute Care
Unit, recently received her MBA
from WIlkes University.
Barbara Larsen, RN, BSN,
ONC, associate head nurse, SC,
LVHC site, has passed national
certification exam in orthopedic
nursing. She is the first in the Lehigh Valley NAON chapter to do
so.
Kim Kretchmer, RN, CCRN;
Tammy Sands, RN, CCRN; and
Kathy Stewart, RN, CCRN, all
staff nurses in Shock Trauma, were
recently certified in critical care
nursing by passing CCRN examinations.
Sue Traub, environmental design director, Public Relations, received a master's degree in psychology in January from Hunter
College, City University of New
York, and a master's in philosophy
from the graduate center of CUNY.
She had advanced to candidacy in
the doctoral program in psychology at the university.
June 28, 1991

r-----Whaf's News
Associates Elect Officers
The Board of Associates of TAHLVHC recently elected Richard A.
Strouce of Allentown, (president, Lehigh
Valley Labs), as its president. Other new
officers include David A. Peifly of
Zionsville (president, Smith and Peifly,
Inc.), first vice president; Ronald M.
Lewis of Emmaus (executive director, Allentown YMCA), second vice president;
and Bruce R. Romig of Allentown, secretary/treasurer. Among the 10 members of
the group's executive committee is Maria
Dresen, assistant director, Volunteer Services.
The community advisory group was
established in 1982 at The Allentown
Hospital to serve as a bridge between the
hospital and the community. As its objectives, the group seeks to improve the dialogue and interaction between the hospital and the community, assists the public
in achieving a broader understanding and
appreciation of the hospital, and assists in
mobilizing local residents on behalf of the
hospital.

HRD Programs
The next hospital orientation, conducted by Human Resource Development, will begin at TAH site on July 1, and
an optional tour of both sites will be held
July 3 beginning at 1p.m. at TAH site and
2:30 p.m. at LVHC site.
CPR recertification will be held in the
24-hour period beginning at 10 a.m. July
24 in the Nursing Learning Lab, LVHC
site.
CPR certification, for which pre-registration is required by calling ext. 2430,
will be held in two parts and attendance is
required for both. Part I will be held
Wednesday, July 17 from 9 a.m. to noon
in the School of Nursing Auditorium,
TAH site. Part Il will be held at the same
location from 9 am. to noon on Tuesday,
July 23.
A IS-week medical terminology
course for all interested employees begins
Sept. 12 from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in the School
of Nursing auditorium. The course in-

Continued on Page 8
Page 7

...---- What's News
HRD Programs
Continuedfrom Page 7
volves weekly quizzes, unit test and a final exam. It includes the basic principles
of medical word building that can be applied to developing an extensive medical
vocabulary. Fee is $25, which includes
the cost of the textbook. Additional information and registration is by calling ext.
2430.

For Phillies Fans ...
"Batter up!" cries Barbara Gangemi,
ext. 2430, who's the contact person for
two baseball excursions sponsored by the
Employee Activities Committee.
On July 30, the first batter in the Reading Phillies - London TIgers game steps
up to the plant at 7:05 p.m. It'll be "Lehigh Valley Night", a salute to veterans of
all wars, and the game will be played at
Reading Municipal Stadium. Raindate is
Aug. 5, and tickets are $3.50.
Fans of big league ball can also contact
Gangemi for tickets to see the other
Phillies (the ones from Philadelphia) play
the Pittsburgh Pirates on Sept. 15. The
$18 per person ticket includes bus fare and
a game ticket. Departure is from 16th and
Gordon streets at 10:30 a.m. Gangemi
notes that it's "Sports Jacket Day: The
Latest Edition in Phillies Wear."

Yellow Ribbons Still Out
Operation Desert Storm may be slowly
fading away from public consciousness,
butnotatTAH-LVHC. According to Joan
Collette, RN, chair of the Nursing Staff
Representative Committee, and Dennis
Yaremchuck, employee relations, Human
Resources, a total of 17 persons affiliated
with the hospital participated in the Gulf
War.
An open reception to honor their military endeavors has been planned for two
months but remains on hold until all have
returned. Two are still on duty in the
Middle East.
Yaremchuck and Collette say specific
information about the group and the reception will be announced
when
everyone's home.
Page 8
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Have A Nice Day...
A Message For You...
For what may be the l00th time in the last 10 minutes, the telephone rings. It could be a fellow employee, who needs your help to
solve a problem, or it could be someone from the general public who
will get a strong impression about our level of service from your demeanor.
Good telephone etiquette is easy and takes the edge off stresses and
strains for everyone. Start by answering promptly, with a smile, advises Carol Mutchler, instructor, Human Resource Development.
"Answering on the second or third ring is best," she says.
Greet the caller in a friendly, courteous way. Give a friendly greeting, identify yourself and your department and ask how you may help
the caller. ''This sets a positive tone for your interaction and eliminates
guesswork and time," Mutchler explains.
Focus on the caller. You cannot do two things at once.
Use the caller's name. Dale Carnegie once observed, "Remember
that a man's name is, to him, the sweetest and most important sound
in any language."
Before placing on hold, ask the caller's permission. Return to the
caller every 20 or 30 seconds, and be sure to thank the caller for holding.
Conclude calls with a verification of key points covered. This is
one of the fundamentals of most quality programs - it ensures that
you understand completely the caller's requirements and, as a means
of prevention, can avoid the aggravation of having to go back and
correct things. Then, Mutchler advises, "Let the caller hang up first."

Sizzlin'Suggestions
Time to stoke up the 01' barbecue! From a nutritional point of view,
there's no reason not to, says Jane Ziegler, director, Clinical Nutrition
Services. When it comes to meat, barbecuing is a low-fat method of
cooking and about the only thing that will make a difference is marinating or adding high-fat sauces. "Many people marinate, which
makes meats more tender, but the oil in marinades adds fat." Calorie
counters will have to pass on a second helping.
Ziegler does offer one important bit of advice when it comes to handling meats: keep it refrigerated or chilled on ice until it goes on the
grill, use different plates or trays and utensils to handle raw and
cooked meats, serve it right away and refrigerate leftovers within two
hours of cooking. Otherwise that sensation in your tummy might not
be too much food, but rather too much food poisoning.

Bill of Rights, Continued
We may have given an erroneous impression with observations in
the last issue of CheckUp about the patient's bill of rights in the last
issue. Maryanne Falcone, patient representative, points out that the
bill of rights distributed to patients atTAH-LVHC was prepared by
the Pennsylvania Department of Health and is mandated by law.
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